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In concert with the greats, the little ones stay often unheard. Unjustly, in our opinion. When it comes to complex 
cleaning systems and large liter quantities of detergents they are often overlooked - the little helpers that can turn 
an excellent cleaning result into an especially excellent one. We would like to take advantage of the „news sum-
mer hole“ to remind you of a few of these useful support acts.  

DIS 10/4
The aqueous, pH-neutral dispersing additive is a cleaning booster for 
flux and rosin removal in electronics cleaning systems. It is applicable in 
almost all common systems (spray, immersion, ultrasonic technology) and 
is added to the cleaning bath in a mixing ratio of 0.4 - 1.5%. 

Learn more

PowerBooster® series
These four additives provide high-quality cleaner enhancement, cleaner 
refreshment to extend bath life, and corrosion protection all in one.  
Depending on the single product, the ratio of cleaning booster and corro-
sion protection varies so that different material sensitivities can be taken 
into account.

Learn more

ContraCor® A2
This inhibitor additive can be used in kolb cleaning media to protect  
sensitive aluminum surfaces. It prevents tarnishing during the cleaning 
process and is added to the cleaning bath in a concentration of only  
0.25 - 5 %.

Learn more

WaterStabilizer
A water-based pH neutral preservative that extends the life of a water bath 
by 5 - 10 times. The additive is designed for the preservation of the rinse 
water in electronic cleaning systems and reaches its optimum efficiency 
already with an application of 30 ml per 10 l rinse water.

Learn more

FluxControl
With the kolb FluxControl analysis set, PCB assemblies or solder joints 
can be checked quickly and easily for critical flux residues. After dripping 
on FluxControl he activators of the fluxes are made visible by a simple 
reaction. According to the result the cleaning process can be optimized if 
necessary. 

Learn more

Rotor QuickConnect
With the QuickConnect rotor quick clamping system, the horizontal middle 
rotors of a kolb cleaning system can be installed or removed within a few 
seconds. For example, if a cleaning good requires more headroom than 
the normal rotor arrangement allows, or vice versa, if smaller cleaning 
items allow more loading. 

Learn more

Remote maintenance
Your kolb service technician on site. For maintenance and / or pro- 
gramming and setting tasks, the kolb service technician can connect to 
the remote maintenance module of your system via an existing network 
connection and provide immediate support for settings changes / trouble-
shooting etc. by reading out the data.

Learn more

Christin Lökes
As of July 1 kolb‘s Head of Finance Christin Lökes was granted authori-
zed officer for the GmbH. In the future, she will manage the commercial 
departments of the company and will also be responsible for human 
resources, training and contracts, IT, telecommunications and rental 
matters. The business administration graduate has been an employee of 
kolb CLEANING Technology GmbH since August 2018 and was 
appointed Head of Finance in September 2019. 

Sascha Schmitz
Also since July 1 Sascha Schmitz is the new Head of Production at kolb. 
He takes over this position from managing director Georg Pollmann, who 
is now his deputy. The 35-year-old, who was trained as an industrial elec-
tronics technician, state-certified technician for electrical engineering and 
certified technical business economist has been with the company since 
2016. His previous positions at kolb: electrical engineer, production ma-
nager / service, deputy production manager.
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